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1. Overview of report findings  

 

This report is an update of an access audit of All Saints Church 

Corston, carried out by Jane Toplis Associates in June 2004.  A 

subsequent visit to the church was made on 27 April 2011.  This 

report also reviews proposals by Benjamin and Beauchamp 

Architects Ltd which set out different options on how the church 

interior can be altered to provide more flexible seating 

arrangements, wheelchair access to the chancel and enlarged 

refreshment facilities. The access audit of the church is in Section 3, 

whereas the review of the architects’ proposals is in Section 4. 

 

This small parish church is used as a place of worship, for small-

scale music events and is open to occasional visitors every day. 

Fortunately there is no step a the entrance porch, so no ramp is 

needed to enter the church. For hearing and vision impaired users 

the church has installed an induction loop system and provides 

large print versions of the church information brochures, publicity 

leaflets and hymn books etc. 

 

Section 3 identifies the most pressing problem at the church as the 

lack of a safe place to cross the road from the main part of the 

village and the lack of on-street parking places. Our 

recommendation is to actively lobby the local authority to try and 

obtain a commitment for a safer crossing place, and an accessible 

parking bay in a convenient position.  

 

Other issues identified are the north porch double doors, which are 

too narrow for a wheelchair user to open independently through one 

door leaf. Our recommendation here is that if a visitor requires 

access outside service hours, then a notice should give details of 

how assistance could be summoned.  

 

The other area where access improvements are required is the 

approach to the unisex WC cubicle through the narrow vestry doors 

and some upgrading of the cubicle interior to bring it in line with 

the guidelines in Approved Document M.  

 

Adaptations to the steps up to the altar for a minister, e.g. by 

adding handrails or nosings, would only be required following an 

assessment of an individual employee’s specific disabilities under 

duties of Equality Act – Employer Provisions. Any recommended 

adaptations to the church fabric would be subject to statutory 

consent required under the Faculty Jurisdiction etc. 

 

In Section 4 the report describes the different options presented in 

the architects’ drawings. The issues addressed in the drawings are 

enlarged refreshment facilities, alternative font positions, flexible 
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seating arrangements, wheelchair positions, wheelchair access to 

the chancel and extra storage.  

 

2. Legislative context 

 

The Equality Act 2010 (formally the Disability Discrimination Act 

1995/ 2005) sets out rights and duties for service providers, 

employers and educational institutions. Ecclesiastical providers are 

covered by the Act, and the Church Buildings Council (CBC) 

summarises these responsibilities in Advisory Note 5: The Disability 

Discrimination Act 1995: Taking Account of its Implications for the 

Fabric of Churches and Cathedrals 2003 (in the process of being 

revised). 

 

The Equality Act Acts defines a disabled person as ‘someone who 

has a physical and mental impairment, which has an effect on his or 

her ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.’ The effect must 

be substantial, adverse and long-term.  

 

Physical and mental impairment includes sensory impairments. It 

includes hidden impairments including, for example, mental illness.  

 

 

2.1 Equality Act 2010  

 

Under the Equality Act 2010 it is unlawful for service providers to 

treat disabled people less favourably because they are disabled. The 

service provider must not indirectly discriminate against a disabled 

person unless there is a clear reason to do so.  They must also not 

treat a disabled person unfavourably because of something 

connected with their disability, unless there is a clear and fair 

reason. For this form of discrimination the service provider must 

know or should reasonably have been expected to know that the 

person is disabled.  

 

A service provider must not harass a disabled person in relation to 

access to everyday services and there is protection from direct 

disability discrimination and harassment for people who are 

associated with a disabled person or who are wrongly believed to be 

disabled. 

 

Service providers have to make reasonable adjustments for disabled 

people in the way they deliver their services. This is so that a 

disabled person is not put at a substantial disadvantage compared 

to non-disabled people in accessing the services. 

 

Examples of reasonable adjustments could include: 
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• installing an induction loop for people who are hearing 

impaired 

• providing disability awareness training for staff who have 

contact with the public 

• providing larger, well-defined signage for people with 

impaired vision 

• putting in a ramp at the entrance to a building which has 

steps. 

 

What is considered a reasonable adjustment for a large organisation 

like a bank, may be different from what is a reasonable adjustment 

for a small local shop. It is about what is practical in the service 

provider’s individual situation and what resources the business may 

have. They will not be required to make adjustments that are not 

reasonable because they are unaffordable or impractical. 

 

Service Provider Provisions  

The duty to make reasonable adjustments under the Equality Act 

2010 Service Provider Provisions is an anticipatory duty owed to 

disabled people at large. It is not simply a duty to individuals. The 

duty to make reasonable adjustments, in relation to providing 

auxiliary aids and overcoming physical barriers to access, applies to 

the areas of the property where the service is provided, and the 

access to these areas. 

Employer Provisions 

Under the Equality Act 2010 there is a duty placed on employers to 

make reasonable adjustments to enable disabled people to take 

employment. Employers must take reasonable steps to alter 

arrangements made, or alter any physical feature that puts a 

disabled person at a substantial disadvantage. The duty to make 

adjustments is not anticipatory but is specific to the needs of 

individuals. There is no requirement to make wholesale changes in 

anticipation.  

 

The church cannot fully anticipate a disabled employee’s needs, 

since individual disabilities vary. Our review considers the general 

circulation and facilities requirements for staff who may use mobility 

aids and other walking aids or who may have a visual or hearing 

impairment.  

 

Once employment is offered to a disabled person, or an existing 

employee develops a disability, where this affects mobility, vision, 

hearing or other normal functions, his or her needs must be fully 

assessed. We recommend that the church holds confidential 

discussions with the individual and engage a professional access 

advisor to assess the need for suitable and reasonable adjustments 

to all work areas affected, including a personal emergency escape 

plan. 
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2.2 Auxiliary aids and facilities 

 

It is important to recognise that the Equality Act covers non-

building adjustments to aid disabled people. The provisions require 

that a service provider provides ‘auxiliary aids’ and adjusts policy 

procedures and practices that could have a discriminatory effect. 

Our report covers some aspects of non-building adjustments. We 

have not audited policies and procedures unless these were 

implicated in the audit of physical arrangements.  

 

Under the ‘auxiliary aids’ provisions, a portable or temporary ramp, 

which does not have fabric implications is an ‘auxiliary aid’. Other 

simple and well-understood examples of auxiliary aids include a 

large print or Braille guide or hymn sheet for visually impaired 

people, and the use of induction loops for hearing impaired people.  

 

2.3 Historic properties under the Equality Act 

 

A key issue affecting access is how to reconcile access requirements 

to alter physical features with conservation objectives. The Equality 

Act does not override conservation legislation; what is ‘reasonable 

accommodation’ must take account of the architectural and historic 

nature of the buildings.  

 

The CBC guidance states that: ‘[a] service provider may have to 

obtain statutory consent before making adjustments involving 

changes to the building and in the case of Church of England 

churches includes any consent required under the Faculty 

Jurisdiction and Care of Cathedrals Measure 1990.’ 

 

English Heritage guidance 'Easy Access to Historic Buildings’ 

(updated in 2004) also provides useful guidance on alterations to 

historic properties for access. It provides the following guidance:- 

 

‘The access aim is to promote simple, uncomplicated 

movement up to, into and around historic properties. For 

those who can move or propel themselves independently, 

this should avoid their being carried, lifted or assisted in 

other ways. Ideally, it means using the property in the 

same way as everyone else in an easy dignified manner.'  

 

It is preferable to provide independent means of access to allow 

visitors to 'use the property in the same way as everyone else'. 

However, in some historic buildings there will be occasions when it 

is not possible to make the necessary physical alteration to the 

premises.  In some cases a changed route may be the only option to 

avoid features such as steps. But any ‘alternative route must be 

reasonable and not pose an undue burden.’ 
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2.4 Access standards 

 

Building Regulations Part M 

The design and construction of a new building, or the material 

alteration of an existing one, must comply with Building 

Regulations. For buildings in England and Wales, Part M of the 

Building Regulations (access to and use of buildings) is intended to 

ensure that reasonable provision is made for people to gain access 

to and use buildings.  

 

Guidance accompanying the Building Regulations (known as 

‘Approved Document M’ or AD M) sets out a number of ‘provisions’ 

as suggested ways in which the requirements of the Regulations 

might be met. It is unlikely to be reasonable for a service provider or 

employer to have to make an adjustment to a physical feature of a 

building which it occupies, if that feature accords with the relevant 

provisions of the most up to date version of AD M. Any works 

carried out under the previous versions of AD M are deemed to be 

acceptable for 10 years from the construction date under Equality 

Legislation. 

 

BS 8300:2009  

As the Building Regulations standards provide only a baseline 

standard of accessibility for new buildings and building undergoing 

redevelopment, a second document is essential reference when 

assessing the access requirements of disabled people to existing 

buildings; the British Standard 8300:2009, Design of buildings and 

their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people – Code of 

Practice.  

 

It is unlikely to be reasonable for a service provider or an employer to 

have to make an adjustment to a physical feature of a building it 

occupies, if the design and construction of the physical features of the 

building is in accordance with the guidance in BS8300. 

 

Other Guidance 

There are other 'best practice' guides, such as the Centre for 

Accessible Environments 'Designing for Accessibility', which gives 

advice concerning design issues not covered in Part M or BS8300 

and the Sign Design Guide, providing useful information on signage. 
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3. Building audit 

 

3.1 Description of building 

 

All Saints Church dates from 12th century, but has been significantly altered and restored, 

particularly in the 19th century. It is the parish church of Corston, a village on the outskirts of 

Bath. It is located centrally in the village adjacent to a busy road. Many churchgoers walk to church 

and there is no dedicated church parking area. 

 

As well as holding regular services and some small-scale musical events, the church is open to 

visitors every day and a leaflet describing the architecture is available for visitors.  

 

3.2 Arrival at the church 

 

Pedestrian approach 

Pedestrian routes to the church are along the narrow pavements (950mm width) on the main road, 

or along quieter side roads from the main part of the village. For people walking to church, they 

are required to cross the busy main road on the dangerous bend by the church or to use a pelican 

crossing which is 100 metres to the east.  For someone using this crossing the pavement becomes 

very narrow on the section between the crossing and the church, forcing pedestrians and 

wheelchair users onto the busy road. People with mobility impairments and sensory impairments, 

take longer to cross a road than able-bodied people, so the lack of a safe place to cross is a barrier 

for disabled people’s access to the church. 

Main road with entrance to churchyard 

Looking towards the existing crossing east of 

the church, where the pavement narrows 
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Recommendations  

•  We recommend that the local authority is lobbied on an improved means of crossing the 

road. If this initiative is not successful and the local authority makes no concession to 

provide a safer place to cross, any discussions should be minuted and kept on file as 

evidence that the church has done its utmost to improve the pedestrian approach.   

 

Parking 

Most drivers park on the minor road opposite the church because there are no marked parking 

bays on the bend of the main road or drop-off bay outside the church entrance. By prior 

arrangement disabled people are permitted to drive up the narrow entrance approach into the 

churchyard, and pull up at an ad-hoc drop-off area. This is not an ideal situation as pedestrians 

and vehicles must share the same narrow approach route at busy times, for instance just before a 

service.  

 

The roadside parking has no bay markings and no designated bays. 

 

Recommendations  

• The local authority should be lobbied to provide a dedicated accessible parking bay, 

which could be used by churchgoers (depending on location of bay and crossing).  This 

would lessen the reliance on vehicles entering the churchyard to drop-off people off.   

View along the road showing the lack of 

parking opportunities on the busy road 
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3.3 Approach and entry 

 

There are two entry points into the churchyard. The main approach path is on the west corner of 

the churchyard. There is a dropped kerb from the road onto the pavement at this entrance, but no 

means to warn visually impaired people about how near the entrance is to the busy traffic on the 

main road. The gates are normally fixed open to a width of 1750mm to prevent unwanted cars 

entering the churchyard and this is an adequate width for people with disabilities. For services the 

gates are opened further to allow people with limited mobility to be dropped off at the church 

door.  

 

The east entry into the churchyard has steps up to a gate. These steps have a single handrail and 

uneven tread lengths. The path from this gateway to the entrance porch has more steps and is 

narrow. Because there is an alternative level route via the pavement and main approach path we 

have no recommendations to upgrade the uneven step lengths or add a second handrail. 

 

The paths to the church entrance are made up of a firm level hoggin surface and stone flags at the 

porch entrance; both are acceptable surfaces as long as they are well maintained.  

 

There is a church notice board at the main gate, which is behind a high wall and is not possible to 

be read from a seated position. 

 

Main entrance gate and drive leading into the 

churchyard 

Steps up to gate in north-east corner of 

churchyard 
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Recommendations  

• Lobby local authority about installing tactile warning strip at west church gate, to warn 

visually impaired people that there is a dropped kerb and busy road.  

• A small sign should be mounted at the east gate indicating that there is a level 

entrance further along the road. 

• Relocate the church notice board so it can be viewed from a wheelchair. 

 

3.4 Entering the church 

 

The main entrance is through the north porch. However the west door is used on some occasions. 

 

North door 

The approach to the north porch is across level flagstones, which are more-or-less flush (15mm 

change in level) with the porch interior. These surfaces are acceptable, but there is a coir mat at 

the doorway. Coir is a surface which wheelchair users and other ambulant disabled people find 

very difficult to traverse. 

 

The double doors into the church only give 540mm clear width through one opening leaf. This 

means that an independent wheelchair user would be unable to open the doors without assistance. 

However, as these are the original doors, there is no recommendation to automate or adapt them. 

 

There is a large hoop handle operating a latch, which is easy to open.  

 

Entrance through North Porch 

Inner porch doors are narrow double doors 
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West Door 

This doorway is only opened for special occasions. The clear width is acceptable (890 mm), 

however there is a 30mm step down just inside the doorway to a diamond-tiled floor in the tower 

room (which is used for refreshments). The historic lock and key on this door is difficult to open so 

we make no a recommendations here. From the tower room there is a wide doorway (800 mm 

wide) into the main body of the Church. 

  

Recommendations  

• North door - a sign should be mounted in the porch so someone can be summoned to 

give assistance to an independent wheelchair user having difficulty with the door. 

• North door - replace the coir mat within the North Porch with a short pile doormat. 

 

3.5 Interior 

 

There is a reasonable circulation space at the rear of the church, giving access to the vestry and 

linking to the main central aisle. There is a narrower aisle providing access to the North Aisle 

seating and altar. A children’s club called the Buzz Club uses the North Aisle for their meetings. 

 

The floor is level with short pile carpet. As most of the interior has pews, there is little space for a 

wheelchair user to sit without blocking the aisles during a service or sitting at the rear. The 

configuration of the nave and seating is discussed further in Section 4.  

West door, rarely used as an entrance or exit 

Interior of church, looking along main aisle 
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Recommendations 

• Establish an improved seating position for a worshipper using a wheelchair, as 

discussed in Section 4.   

• Seating – For people who cannot access the pews, ensure that there are chairs of 

varying shapes and sizes (e.g. with or without arms) available for use. 

 

3.5.1 Other interior features 

 

Pulpit and lectern 

The minister, and occasionally members of the congregation, use the pulpit, which has steps with 

no handrails or contrasting nosings.  There is also a lectern. 

 

Font 

This is positioned at the rear of the church and has reasonable access around it; however the 

plans discussed in Section 4 look at alternative font positions.  

 

North aisle 

Pulpit Steps 
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Chancel and altars 

There is one step at the chancel and a further step with kneelers at the altar where communion is 

administered. Both steps are 130mm high.  The pews in the chancel were removed in January 2010 

to allow more flexible seating arrangements in this part of the church. Currently there is no 

ramped access to this area.  

 

There are two steps (290mm overall height) up to the north altar. 

 

Recommendations 

• Full wheelchair access to the pulpit is not likely to be considered a reasonable requirement, 

as sermons and readings can be delivered at the lectern by the chancel step. If there is a 

call for installation of handrails or contrasting nosings to the pulpit steps, to assist the 

minister or a congregation member with mobility impairments, these adaptations should be 

considered.  

• Access by ramp to the chancel level is discussed in Section 4.  

• If the minister or a congregation member requires ramped access to the altar, a portable 

ramp could be used. As with the pulpit, a minister or a congregation member with walking 

difficulties could require additional handrails to the steps, which should be considered on 

an individual basis. 

 
3.5.2 Vestry 

 

The vestry is on the south side of church. It has an external door which is not used and the room 

itself is used only by the minister. The only route to the WC passes through the vestry.  

 

Chancel and altar 

Vestry door, looking towards nave  
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A wheelchair user would find the door from the nave into the vestry difficult to negotiate. The 

door, with 710mm clear width, is set in an arched opening 745mm wide and 840mm deep. A thick 

coir mat has been placed in the archway in front of the door to prevent draughts. 

 

Recommendations  

• As the vestry door is an original doorway opening it may not be possible to widen it 

without serious affect to historic fabric; however maximising the clear width through the 

door frame itself is possible with the use of offset hinges, and perhaps some adjustment to 

the frame and door to give a clear opening width of 750mm.   

• Remove thick coir mat within the door opening and install a proprietary draught-strip 

system to the door.  

 

3.6 Congregation and visitor facilities 

 

3.6.1 Unisex accessible WC 

 

The wheelchair accessible WC cubicle is in an old boiler house approached through the vestry. The 

cubicle size (2770 x 1500mm wide) is above the standards in AD M. Even with its inward opening 

door there is sufficient circulation space in the cubicle for a wheelchair; however the use of the 

cubicle as a storage area and the obstruction of the transfer space by a baby-changing table 

makes the cubicle awkward for use by a disabled person.  
Unisex Accessible WC cubicle 
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Other details in the layout do not follow BS8300 guidelines in the following areas: there is no 

means to open the door if someone inside has fallen against it, no alarm, too few grab rails, sink is 

too far from WC pan (should be moved 400mm to right), and mirror is too small and at high level. 

 

Recommendations  

• Move general storage items elsewhere and/ or install high-level cupboards which do not 

obstruct circulation area in cubicle.  

• Install fold-down baby changing table, which does not obstruct the transfer zone. Any small 

waste bins should also not be positioned in the transfer zone. 

• Install removable doorstops and two-way hinges so the door can open outwards if someone 

has fallen against it.   

• Install an alarm system. 

• Install extra grab rails to BS8300 layout including a drop down rail. 

• Relocate hand basin etc. 400mm towards the WC (the dimension should be 140-160mm 

from the edge of the basin to the end of the WC pan). 

• Install a larger mirror positioned as described in BS8300. 

 

3.6.2 Refreshment facilities  

 

The room under the tower has been equipped as a kitchen for the preparation of refreshments. 

The plan is that this area will be enlarged, as described in Section 4. 

 Refreshment area, looking through door to Nave 
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3.6.3 Aids for people with sensory impairments 

 

The church has an induction loop with clear signage and instructions and large text leaflets and 

hymn books etc are available. 

 

3.6.4 Lighting 

 

The church is lit with some spotlights, a type of lighting which can produce uneven illumination 

and glare. As the church was surveyed on a bright sunny day, an assessment cannot be made of 

the light levels at other times of day and in various lighting conditions. 

 

Recommendations  

• A review of light levels should be carried out to ensure that the lighting is acceptable for 

people with vision impairments, including task lighting for read hymn books etc. 

 

3.7 Means of escape 

 

 Recommendations  

• Means of escape - There should be a constant evaluation of emergency egress procedures. 

For disabled members of the congregation and visitors (e.g. people who use wheelchairs, 

with walking difficulties or visual or hearing impairments) assisted means of escape 

procedures need to be drawn up and practised.  We recommend close liaison with the fire 

officer on agreeing means of escape provision, as laid out in BS 9999. 
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3.8 Churchyard  

 

Most parts of the churchyard can be reached over gently sloping grass, which on the day of the 

audit was well maintained. This is an acceptable surface for wheelchair users and people with 

ambulant disabilities. 

 

Recommendations  

• Churchyard - A regular programme of grass cutting and maintenance of the churchyard 

should be carried out to allow visitors to visit specific graves without too much difficulty.  

 

View of Graveyard 
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4. Review of proposals 

 

4.1 Purpose of the proposals 

 

The proposals by Benjamin and Beauchamp Architects Ltd show options on how the church interior 

can be altered to provide more a more flexible layout to allow different types of functions to be 

held within the church. The following issues are addressed on the architects’ option drawings 

shown on the following pages: 

 

Enlarged refreshment facilities 

All the drawings show an enlarged refreshment area in the room under the tower. In terms of 

access improvements, the increase in circulation area between the kitchen units will be an 

improvement for people with mobility impairments.  

 

Alternative font positions 

The font is currently in a central position at the rear of the church.  All the drawings show two 

alternative font locations, labelled A and B. 

• Font Location A - At the side of the North Porch door. 

• Font Location B - In front of the Nave pews, where one pew is removed to provide space 

for the font.  

 

In terms of access improvements, Font Location A is preferred, because there is more circulation 

space around the font. In contrast Font Location B has less space around the font, and it may block 

views from the pews to the chancel.  
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Flexible seating arrangements and wheelchair positions 

Currently the only seating is on Victorian pews, raised on timber plinths. All the drawings show the 

pews removed in the North Aisle at the rear of the Nave and in Chancel (the latter has already been 

implemented). Drawing 02 shows a formal arrangement with loose chairs in rows facing east. 

Drawing 03 show more informal chair layouts: a small meeting in the round within the chancel and 

an semicircle of meeting chairs in the North Aisle.  

 

Both arrangements allow space for a disabled person to position their wheelchair adjacent to the 

loose chairs, thus including them in the body of the seating, rather than the current wheelchair 

locations in the central aisle. When in the formal arrangement a wheelchair position at the rear of 

the pews near the vestry door is acceptable, so long as the font in position A is not blocking the 

view of the chancel. A wheelchair position normally takes up a space 900mm wide by 1400mm 

long. 

 

Wheelchair access to the chancel 

Drawings 04 and 05 show two options A and B for wheelchair ramps; the first runs up the central 

aisle and the second runs across the front of the pews near the pulpit.  

 

The Option A Ramp creates some problems, for instance the sides of the ramp are unguarded so 

might present a trip hazard, and it blocks level access for a wheelchair to the area in front of the 

pews (Font Location B).  In contrast the Option B Ramp is tucked out of the way with the pew 

screen on one side and the pulpit on the other; hence it does not present a trip hazard. Another 

advantage is that, for people with mobility impairments who do not like using ramps, it retains the 
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stepped approach onto the chancel dais. This step will not need handrails as the pew screens on 

each side will provide hand support.  

 

Extra storage 

All the drawings show a new store entered from the vestry. This will allow some of the items 

currently stored in the wheelchair accessible WC to be removed, so that this cubicle becomes 

easier to use for people with disabilities.  
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4.2 Drawings 

 

Drawing 125.02/01 is the base 

proposal drawing without the 

alternative chair or ramp layouts. It 

shows the north aisle and the 

chancel pews removed.  Pews are 

also removed at the rear of the 

nave to provide extra circulation 

space. It also shows the proposed 

extension to the room under the 

tower to provide extra space for 

refreshment preparation.  There are 

two alternative locations A and B 

for the font. The scheme also 

shows an extra storage space 

entered from the vestry.  
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Drawing 125.02/02 shows the chair 

arrangements in a formal worship 

pattern.   
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Drawing 125.02/03 shows the chairs 

set out as informal worship and 

meetings layouts.  This plan shows 

an informal area in the north aisle for 

Sunday School prayers and a meeting 

in the chancel with loose chairs in a 

circular pattern. 
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Drawing 125.02/04 shows the  

Option A Ramp Location, which 

provides wheelchair access to the 

chancel via a permanent straight 

ramp running from the central 

nave aisle up to the 130mm high 

chancel step.   

 

A ramp in this position does 

create some problems, for 

instance the sides of the ramp are 

unguarded, so might present a 

trip hazard, and it blocks level 

access for a wheelchair to the 

area in front of the pews (Font 

Location B).   
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Drawing 125.02/05 shows the 

Option B Ramp Location.  This 

option extends the chancel raised 

dais into the nave and provides a 

new permanent ramp between the 

pew screen and the pulpit.  The 

front pew screen will be adapted 

slightly so that it still provides 

adequate screening for kneeling 

and hanging the kneeler cushions 

while maintaining its stability.  This 

ramp will narrow down to about 

740mm clear width as it passes the 

pulpit.  The 1:20 gradient of the 

ramp is gentle, so it will not need 

handrails, but it will be possible to 

use the top of the pew screen as 

support while on this ramp. The 

option maintains a step onto the 

chancel dais.  
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4.3 Conclusion 

 

The best option for improving access at the church is the Option A Font Location near the North 

Porch door, because this position is less congested. The Option B Ramp Location is preferred 

because it does not impinge on the central aisle, it does not have unguarded ramp sides which 

could be a trip hazard, and it retains a step up onto the chancel dais. It will provide an excellent 

access route to the chancel, allowing this area to be used for meetings or intimate services.  

Together with the enlarged refreshment area in the room under the tower, more storage space off 

the vestry and the opportunities for flexible seating layouts, these proposals will greatly enhance 

access at All Saints Church Corston.  


